active database systems tore risch dept of information technology uppsala university sweden tore risch it uu se page 4 active databases active dbms recognize predefined situations in database trigger predefined actions when situations occur actions are usually database updates not calls to external programs to e.g. order items records, an approach for active deductive database management author s.thodeti srikanth keywords deductive database management abstract after briefly reviewing the simple notions and terminology of effective rules and relating them to creation rules as well as deductive rules respectively we survey a selection of formal approaches to effective rules subsequently we present our very own state, the database field has experienced a rapid and incessant growth since the development of relational databases the progress in database systems and applications has produced a diverse landscape of specialized technology areas that have often become the exclusive domain of research specialists examples include active databases temporal databases object oriented databases deductive databases, computer science and engineering at arizona state university the focus of our research is on the integration of data and knowledge management issues with specific emphasis on multimedia systems object oriented databases active databases deductive databases and heterogeneous distributed database environments, citeseerx document details isaac councill lee giles pradeep teregowda after briefly reviewing the basic notions and terminology of active rules and relating them to production rules and deductive rules respectively we survey a number of formal approaches to active rules subsequently we present our own state oriented logical approach to active rules which combines the declarative, abstract this chapter compares the use of rules in deductive and in active databases syntactic similarities notwithstanding deductive rules and active rules express quite different knowledge models and induce quite distinct execution models, several active database languages and systems have been proposed so far a very incomplete list include 359192029 however there is no unifying semantic theory for active databases most of the work done so far has concentrated on explaining operational semantics of particular systems on the contrary deductive databases, for that we propose a fuzzy petri net fpn model to represent knowledge and the behavior of an intelligent object oriented database
environment which integrates fuzzy active and deductive, statelog programs have deterministic model theoretic semantics for queries and updates thus reconciling active and deductive databases using the statelog framework we prove that termination of active rules is undecidable in general and introduce the class of delta monotone programs for which termination is guaranteed, latest study notes uploaded of deductive database systems for computer science the nail system deductive database lecture notes deductive database systems aligarh muslim university saidullah 15 july 2012 1 1000 1 see this document add to favourites seminaive path evaluation deductive database lecture notes, active databases in paton nw eds active rules in deductive database wikipedia a deductive database is a database system that can make deductions ie conclude additional facts based on rules and facts stored in the deductive database datalog is the language typically used to specify facts rules and queries in deductive databases, a deductive database is a finite collection of facts and rules by applying the rules of a deductive database to the facts in the database it is possible to infer additional facts i.e. facts that are implicitly true but are not explicitly represented in the database this paper is a brief introduction to deductive databases, for that we propose a fuzzy active object oriented database for modeling knowledge intensive applications in that we incorporate fuzziness within the event condition and action parts of an active rule we consider deductive rules as special cases of active rules so that deductive queries are handled using abstract kind of events, deductive database what is the rules and facts the deductive database field has had close links with the logic programming community and much of the development of deductive database systems has centered around languages based on horn clauses 6 deductive database this class of formulas forms the basis of prolog a horn clause is generally, optimising train priorities to support the regulation of train services with the assistance of active and deductive databases, rules in database systems proceedings of the 1st international workshop on rules in database systems edinburgh scotland 30 august 1 september 1993 workshops in computing springer 1994 isbn 3 540 19846 6, north holland a survey of deductive database systems raghu ramakrishnan and jeffrey d ullman the area of deductive databases has matured in recent years and it now seems appropriate to reflect upon what has been achieved and what the future holds, an active dbms allows the definition of reactions to be automatically initiated by the dbms in response to the detection of given database related events a deductive dbms allows new deducible facts to be specified administered and specially derived from explicitly introduced
facts, active rule analysis and optimisation in the rock and roll deductive object-oriented database active database systems provide facilities that monitor and respond to changes of relevance to the database active behaviour is normally described using event condition action rules ECA rules and a number of systems have been developed based, rock and roll a deductive object-oriented database with active and spatial extensions in proceedings of the 13th international conference on data engineering 1997 pp 582 doi 10.1109/icde.1997.582036, citeseerx document details isaac councill lee giles pradeep teregowda this paper reports work in progress on active and deductive databases active rules are used for a variety of purposes prominent amongst which are integrity enforcement view maintenance and actions output to the environment in this paper we argue that a package of deductive databases temporal reasoning integrity, however logical inference mechanisms to deliver multiagent based applications remain unconsidered in those models in this paper we introduce adm an active deductive xml database model that extends xml with logical variables logical procedures and eca rules, deductive data model deductive data model provides an unified approach to definition of data structures and procedures deductive data model provides a possibility to retrieve not only explicitly stored data but logically inferred data as well in other words deductive database systems are able to make logical conclusions 1 2 facts a logical data model operates with so called facts, b expert system shell to reason on large amounts of data expert system applications some of the new dbmss come along with some sort of rule mechanism these are active and deductive database systems however both of these current rule based languages as developing shell for expert system oriented to reason on large amounts of data, the system that is used to make a deduction that is stored in the database is called deductive database to specify queries facts and rules it uses datalog as the typical language, deductive databases in this section we will describe deductive databases systems and how they are implemented with real world scenarios we will also describe how active and deductive database can be integrated introduction a deductive database is a database system that includes facilities to define deductive rules, active deductive databases condition monitoring and maintenance of materialized views j harrison and s w dietrich integrating active and deductive rules in the first international workshop on rules in database systems edinburgh scotland 30th august 1st september 1993 springer verlag pp 288 305, adm an active deductive xml database system 143 table 4 inserted xml document fatherof father tom father son tim son fatherof 3 2 rule response after adm
receives the document involved in the event from the alerter it selects a rule and checks the condition if condition holds the rule is executed, an active database management system adbms is an event driven system in which schema or data changes generate events monitored by active rules active database management systems are invoked by synchronous events generated by user or application programs as well as external asynchronous data change events such as a change in sensor value or time, such database operates on logic rules and facts and answers to queries it typically uses datalog to specify the rules facts and queries since they are based on datalog deductive databases are considered more powerful than their relational counterparts because datalog fills the gap between the data and the logic, knowledge based systems and deductive databases wolf tilo balke christoph lofi ifis tu braunschweig 20 early criticism well it does not seem easy to avoid all fallacies knowledge based systems and deductive databases wolf tilo balke christoph lofi ifis tu braunschweig 20 criticism, integration of active and deductive database rules phd thesis institut fr informatik universitt freiburg infix verlag disdbis 45 1998 google scholar min96 j minker logic and databases a 20 year retrospective in pedreschi and zaniolo pz96 pp 357 google scholar, an approach for active deductive database management thodeti srikanth1 1 research scholar department of computer science dravidian university a p india abstract after briefly reviewing the simple notions and terminology of effective rules and relating them to creation rules as well as deductive rules respectively we, and deductive databases 26 1 active database concepts and triggers database systems implement rules that specify actions automatically triggered by certain events triggers technique for specifying certain types of active rules commercial relational dbmss have various versions of triggers available, recent advances in non monotonic semantics of deductive databases provide a simple framework for modeling the even condition action rules of active databases this approach unies the semantics of active and deductive databases and yields several bene ts in particular it can be used to model the semantics of dierent active databases and, deductive data model 1 introduction to deductive data model 1 1 data models conceptually database management is based on the idea of separating a database structure from active database systems, a dood ranch at asu integrating active deductive and object oriented databases ieee data base engineering bulletin 1992 susan urban download with google download with facebook or download with email a dood ranch at asu integrating active deductive and object oriented databases, a logic based approach to the specification of active database functionality
is presented which not only endows active databases with a well defined and well understood formal semantics but also tightly integrates them with deductive databases. An active database supports definition and management of ECA rules. An active database must detect event occurrences. An active database must be able to evaluate conditions and to execute actions. An active database includes an event driven architecture often in the form of ECA rules. DBMS with integrated active and deductive database functionalities can be used for this application. An active DBMS allows the definition of reactions to be automatically initiated by the DBMS in response to the detection of given database related events. A deductive DBMS allows new deducible facts to be, active u Datalog integrating active rules in a deductive database by Vincenzo Gervasi and Alessandra Raffaeta abstract the marriage between logic programming and databases has given rise to the definition of deductive databases these systems allow the users to express data manipulations and queries in a declarative way and permit, the active and deductive database systems represent the extensions of database systems using rules. Next sections will deal with them in more detail and greater amount of space will be devoted to active databases. Deductive database systems are DBMSS whose query language and usually storage structure are declaratively specified by deductive rules. After briefly reviewing basic notions and the state of the art in active production and deductive rules respectively a number of theoretical properties of stateLog are investigated.
typically used to specify facts rules and queries in deductive databases. Deductive databases have grown out of the desire to combine logic programming with relational databases to construct systems that, facilities of database systems are database programming temporal databases spatial databases multimedia databases deductive databases and active databases. This survey focuses upon the last mentioned traditional database management systems. DBMSs are passive in the sense that commands are executed by the database e.g., query update de
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